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Abstract We discuss the architecture of an all-optical cache hierarchy that extends existing optical
cache designs with an optical PCM LLC. We design and analyze methods to mitigate PCM’s slow write
speed and limited lifetime for 20% execution time reduction and non-volatility. c©2022 The Author(s)

Introduction

Recent experimental demonstrations of optical
SRAM cells[1],[2] have stimulated a new research
landscape towards overcoming the “memory wall”
problem of modern computers, aiming to trans-
fer the low latency, high bandwidth, and high en-
ergy efficiency credentials of optical technology
into the memory domain. Optical memory lay-
outs have started to migrate from simple mem-
ory cells to more complex memory architectures,
demonstrating experimental optical RAM rows[3]

and multi-bit optical RAM banks up to the recently
reported first optical cache memory prototype[4].
All these indicate that the time is ripe to proceed
towards an all-optical cache hierarchy to utilize
the benefits of light-enabled caching. Within this
frame, Pho$ has been a recently proposed opto-
electronic memory architecture[5],[6] where a fast,
large, and shared optical L1 cache with an opti-
cally connected main memory and a novel optical
network-on-chip were successfully incorporated,
demonstrating significant performance and en-
ergy benefits over electronic processors, although
its last level cache (LLC) remains electronic. The
use of an electronic LLC means that L1–LLC and
LLC–DRAM traffic have to go through unneces-
sary OE/EO conversions, consuming additional
latency and energy, while requiring almost 19.8%
of the total chip area[6].

The employment of an all-optical cache hier-
archy where the LLC relies also on the use of
optical memory technologies can eliminate much
of these complexities and inefficiencies. How-
ever, the simple approach of directly using optical
SRAM bitcells[1],[2] in the LLC is impractical since
InP photonic crystal-based memories, which are
utilized as SRAM cells due to their high-speed
read/write functionality, are volatile and consume
a rather large area[7]. Small-footprint require-

ments together with non-volatile properties that
minimize idle-time energy consumption can be of-
fered only through optical Phase Change Memo-
ries (O-PCM)[8],[9], which are heavily researched
towards neuromorphic photonic computing[10]. O-
PCMs necessitate, however, rather long writing
times, implying that the successful transfer of their
size and non-volatility advantages into the LLC
domain can be only realized if their slow writes
can be absorbed by higher level caches within a
properly architected cache hierarchy.

In this paper, we extend the Pho$ design[5] and
replace its electronic LLC with an O-PCM LLC for
all-optical communication between the processor
and memory. We use write queues and a “no
allocate” write policy to alleviate the slow write
speed and low write endurance of PCM. We de-
termine the optimal queue size and show that an
8-entry queue between the L1 cache and LLC
can achieve a 20% reduction in execution time
over the electronic baseline (2% reduction over
Pho$). We also demonstrate that the write policy
improves the average lifetime of the O-PCM LLC
in a two-level optical cache hierarchy by 13× com-
pared with just one level of O-PCM cache. To the
best of our knowledge, we are the first to propose
and analyze the design of an all-optical cache hi-
erarchy by leveraging PhC SRAM cells[1], O-PCM
cells[8],[9], and on-chip optical interconnects.

System Architecture
Figure 1a illustrates the architecture of the pro-
posed design. The processor cores, 2.5D-
stacked optical L1 cache banks, and O-PCM LLC
all sit on the interposer with photonic links. The
shared L1 optical cache is built using PhC SRAM
cells[1]. The LLC is built using O-PCM cells[8]. The
off-chip laser sources power the optical network,
PhC L1 dies, and O-PCM LLC die. The entire
cache hierarchy is in the optical domain.
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Fig. 1: System architecture: (a) PhC + O-PCM cache hierarchy (b) structure of a write queue (c) architecture of an O-PCM cache
bank (d) latency and power of writing an O-PCM cell (e) photo of verified O-PCM cell.

Writing a logical “0” to an O-PCM cell requires
150 ns and 600 pJ. Writing a logical “1” requires
50 ns and 300 pJ. Figure 1d shows the latencies
and power requirements for O-PCM write opera-
tions. The latency of a read operation is only at-
tributed to the latency of light propagation through
the waveguide, or time-of-flight. There is also no
extra power required other than the Tx and Rx
powers for the optical interconnects. Because the
O-PCM material is directly integrated on an opti-
cal waveguide, the on-chip photonic links can di-
rectly access the O-PCM cache.

Write Queue and O-PCM Cache Bank
To partially hide PCM’s slow writes, all write op-
erations to the LLC go through a fully-associative
FIFO write queue (Figure 1b). Each entry in the
write queue contains the address and data of an
in-flight write to the LLC. When the L1 cache initi-
ates a write, it writes to the next empty slot in the
write queue. Instead of waiting for the block to
be written, which incurs 150 ns, the L1 cache can
return to its next operations immediately. In the
background, the write queue is constantly writing
the in-flight cache lines, in FIFO order to the O-
PCM LLC. Only when the write queue is full will
the L1 be forced to stall for a maximum wait time
of 150 ns. The slot selector keeps two pointers:
the next available entry for an incoming write and
the next entry to be drained via the photonic link
to the LLC. Cache misses in the L1 will check the
write queue for a matching address first before
the request is forwarded to the LLC.

Figure 1c shows the architecture of an O-PCM
cache bank. The optical row and column de-
coders[11] interpret the incoming address and acti-

Tab. 1: Simulated system parameters.
Component Details

Cores 16 cores, x86 ISA, 3.2GHz, OoO, 4 wide dispatch/commit,
224-entry ROB, 72-entry load queue, 56-entry store queue

L1 ICache

Baseline: electronic, private, 64B line,32 kB/core, 8-way, 4 cycles
One Level: N/A
Pho$/Pho$OPCM: optical, shared, 64B line, 1MB direct-mapped,
2-cycle read, 23-cycle write

L1 DCache

Baseline: electronic, private, 64B line, 32 kB/core, 8-way, 4 cycles
One Level: N/A
Pho$/Pho$OPCM: optical, shared, 4 banks, 64B line
4MB direct-mapped, 2-cycle read, 23-cycle write

L2 Baseline: electronic, private, 64B line, 256 kB/core, 4-way, 14 cycles
One Level/Pho$/Pho$OPCM: N/A

LLC

Baseline/Pho$: electronic, shared, non-inclusive, 64B line, 32MB
16-way, 50 cycles
One Level/Pho$OPCM: optical-PCM, shared, exclusive, 64B line
32MB, direct-mapped, 1-cycle read, 480-cycle write

Write Queue

Baseline/Pho$: N/A
One Level/Pho$OPCM: 1 queue per L1D bank
Sizes: 0, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, 1024 entries
Latencies: 0, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 3 cycles

vate the corresponding O-PCM cell (photo in Fig-
ure 1e). The tag comparator[12] determines cache
hit/miss status. We expect O-PCM caches have
a larger capacity per unit area compared to elec-
tronic caches due to their high density. Our de-
sign uses a 32MB O-PCM LLC with single-cycle
read latency and 150 ns write latency. The read
latency of the O-PCM cache is determined by the
time-of-flight of the optical signal passing through
the cache, and is related to the physical dimen-
sions of the cache. The novelty of the technology,
however, means that architecting the exact lay-
out of the cells to model the area is left for future
work. All the optical components (row/column de-
coders[11], tag comparator[12], O-PCM cell[8]) and
an all-optical cache prototype[4] have been exper-
imentally verified and demonstrated.

“No Allocate” Policy
To decrease the frequency of writing to the O-
PCM LLC (for higher performance and longer life-
time), we propose a “no allocate” policy. We only
allocate in the O-PCM LLC on L1 evictions (clean
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Fig. 2: Average CPU2017 CPI Stacks normalized to baseline (electronic multicore).

and dirty), which will go through the write queue
first. All hits in the LLC will have the cache line
moved to the L1. We never allocate in the O-
PCM LLC if both L1 and the LLC miss to avoid
write-after-write scenarios when the cache line is
soon evicted from L1 and the LLC is charged with
two writes. The policy can also be tuned for only
one level of O-PCM cache between the proces-
sors and DRAM. In this case, the O-PCM cache
also only contains clean lines. Writing in the O-
PCM cache is avoided and the block is moved to
be written in the DRAM for faster writes. Cache
writes are only performed during a read miss.

Experimental Methodology and Results
We sweep through write queue sizes of 0–1024 to
find the optimal size for “Pho$OPCM” and “One
Level” of O-PCM. A larger write queue buffers
more entries concurrently but suffers from higher
access latency from fully-associative lookups. We
modified the Sniper simulator[13],[14] extensively
to model asymmetrical read/write latencies, the
write queue, and the “no allocate” write policy.
The configurations are compared against a base-
line electronic multicore (16-core Intel Skylake)
and Pho$[5] with an electronic LLC (Table 1).

Figure 2 shows the average CPI stacks[15] of
the baseline, One Level and Pho$OPCM with var-
ious write queue sizes, and Pho$ running SPEC
CPU2017[16]. For One Level, the O-PCM cache
is under heavy traffic. Without a write queue, One
Level’s CPI is 143× that of baseline. As the size
of the write queue increases, One Level’s CPI de-
creases quickly. For write queue sizes of 256
and 512, we hit an optimal performance at 1.04×
slower than baseline. Nonetheless, One Level is
incapable of performing better than the baseline,
no matter the queue size. It seems imperative that
we add an L1 cache before the O-PCM cache.
For Pho$OPCM, the optical shared L1 cache ab-
sorbs the majority of the traffic to the O-PCM LLC.
An 8-entry write queue results in a 20% CPI re-
duction over baseline and 2% over Pho$. We
can determine that from a performance aspect,
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Fig. 3: Cache Frames Writes CDF: (a) One Level (b)
Pho$OPCM.

the optimal write queue sizes for One Level and
Pho$OPCM are 256 and 8, respectively.

Figure 3 shows the CDF of the percentage
of physical cache frames and their total number
of writes running CPU2017 for One Level and
Pho$OPCM. For most benchmarks, Pho$OPCM
shows a steeper plot and the CDF reaches 100%
more quickly. This means that physical cache
frames experience fewer writes for each run, in-
dicating an overall longer lifetime for the O-PCM
cache. The only exception is lbm where a stream
of writes results in evictions of L1 and allocations
in the LLC for Pho$OPCM but only DRAM writes
for One Level. Our results show that when em-
ploying the “no allocate” policy, Pho$OPCM has
a significantly longer average lifetime than One
Level (13×).

Conclusions
We extended existing optical cache designs with
an O-PCM LLC for an all-optical cache hierarchy.
We studied the optimal write queue sizes and the
effects of a “no allocate” write policy to increase
PCM lifetime. By employing an 8-entry write
queue and the write policy, we achieve similar
performance to Pho$ despite O-PCM’s long write
latency and 13× cache lifetime vs One Level,
while providing LLC-level non-volatility.
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